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Abstract: Axial flux permanent magnet machines (AFPM) became popular due to their effective profile. But 
AFPM machines have hard processes on production. Thus, some errors happen at the slot opening area and 
these errors affect the torque production. So, torque ripples occur. This paper shows the slot opening errors’ 
effect on the torque. An analytical model has been used to demonstrate the problem. Also, random slot opening 
width taken randomly with the ten per cent constraint. Results show that slot opening errors have impacts on 
the torque ripples. 
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Eksenel Akılı PM Motorlarının Üretiminde Stator Olukları Açarken 

Gerçekleşen Hataların Moment Etkileri 
 

Öz: Eksenel akılı kalıcı mıknatıslı makineler (EASM), etkin profilleri nedeniyle popüler hale geldi. Ancak 
EASM makinelerinin üretimde zorlu süreçleri vardır. Böylece oluk açma bölgesinde bazı hatalar meydana gelir 
ve bu hatalar moment üretimini etkiler. Böylece moment dalgalanmaları meydana gelir. Bu çalışma, oluk açma 
hatalarının moment üzerindeki etkisini göstermektedir. Problemi göstermek için analitik bir model 
kullanılmıştır. Ayrıca, yüzde on kısıtlaması ile rastgele alınan rasgele oluk açma genişliği kullanılmıştır. 
Sonuçlar, oluk açma hatalarının moment dalgalanmaları üzerinde etkileri olduğunu göstermektedir. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Eksenel akılı Motorlar, Oluk açıklıkları, moment dalgalanması, eksenel akılı mıknatıslı 
motor. 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Electric machine design became crucial since increasing the necessities of higher efficiency at many 
different applications. Higher efficiency may challenge in each individual design. If the application 
has sensitivity with torque performance and low acoustic noise such as robotics and electric vehicles, 
torque ripples must be eliminated to the utmost. In contrast of torque density been considered, torque 
ripple must be considered in each machine design. Torque ripple occurs in case of interactions 
between stator slots and rotor magnet poles. The torque reduction must consist all of the sources of 
it. Actually, some manufacturers reckon without some of the sources of the torque ripples either as 
knowing or unknowing because of complexities of the production process. If the manufacturing 
machine is axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) motor, the transaction becomes a twofold increase 
in the time, cost, and adversity. 
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Many different topologies researched in several studies both rotor magnet pole and stator slot sides 
of the permanent magnet motors on account of reducing torque effects [1-19]. Skewing or displacing 
magnet poles [1,2,4], recasting slot or teeth numbers or geometries [5,8,15,18]. Some cogging torque 
reducing proposals can be applied to axial flux permanent magnet motors [1,12,16,22] Beyond the 
minimization, the mass production is considered by some researchers [5,9,22-24]. However, these 
studies are insufficient for torque ripple mitigation due to production errors which will be depicted in 
section III. 
 
This study is focused on the effects of stator slot opening geometry errors of the axial flux permanent 
motors that made by mass production devices. The main contribution is to prove the effects of the 
errors on the stator slot openings. It’s researched on a single gap AFPM motor topology as seen in 
Fig. 3. Section II is defining the purely smooth slot opening of an axial flux permanent magnet motor. 
In section III the slot opening geometry error is introduced and analytically expressed.  
 
2. Slot Opening 
 
The main loss in PMs (permanent magnets) are generated because of slot openings particularly just 
in slotted stator of AFPM machines. The air gap of AFPM machine is adjustable, so that it can arrange 
to minimum length as possible without any hard manufacturing process. Thus, the magnetic flux 
density getting lower under every individual slot opening on account of decreased magnetic 
permeance or increased magnetic reluctance. So, air gap parameter has a key role on design tool. The 
fictional air gap difference due to mean magnetic flux reduction caused by slot opening is defined by 
Carter’s coefficient (kC) as follows [20]; 
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where γ is the fictional air gap coefficient, 𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  is the stator slot opening width and 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 is the average 
slot pitch. As seen at (1) and (2), fictional air gap (𝑔𝑔′) is greater than actual air gap (𝑔𝑔) because 
Carter’s coefficient is always greater than one (kC>1), excluding slotless AFPM machines. Average 
slot pitch (𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠) can be expressed by the following 
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where 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 is the outer radius of AFPM machine, 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 is the inner radius of the AFPM machine and  𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 is 
the number of slots. Inner and outer radiuses have critical role in the torque production. By keeping 
in mind, the slot opening length is (𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 − 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖), this critical role is concentrated upon the slot openings. 
Considering a single rotor and stator axial flux machine structure with a single air gap, the 
electromagnetic torque equation can be derived. By assuming the PMs creating a trapezoidal wave 
air gap flux density with the value of 𝐵𝐵𝑔𝑔, and the current that carried by conductors is instantaneously 
perpendicular to the air gap flux density at time, the electromagnetic torque production of single air 
gap AFPM machine can be expressed as [26-28]; 
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where 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑 is the diameter ratio and calculated by 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠� .  

 
Figure 1. Torque production principle in AFPM machines 

The diameter ratio is very significant for AFPM design process according to equation (6). Since 
investigation of diameter ratio, the per unit torque value can be derived for different diameter values. 
Accepting 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 and  𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 changes from 0 to 1, and also  𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 < 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠  constraint is kept in mind, the optimum 
value of 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑 is 0.58 obtained for the maximum per unit torque production as seen on the Fig. 2. This 
result can be calculated from (6) analytically, but in reality, some researchers achieved to make the 
maximum torque between values of 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑 = 0.60 − 0.65 practically [28]. 

 
Figure 2. The maximum per unit torque production per diameter ratio 

 
 

Figure 3. Studied AFPM motor topology 
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The analytical expressions of the electromagnetic torque have been explained in [29]. Also, Korkosz 
et.al. studied about the effects of the slot openings on the motor performance [30].  As seen by the 
detailed expressions, slot opening dimensions has critical role at producing torque. 
 
3. Production Errors and Effects 
 
Axial flux machines have many hard processes on production. One of the hardest parts is the opening 
of the slots. In recent productions, manufacturers use a punch machine to open slots. This machine 
reams and wraps the round strip steel on a line. But this process brings some problems. One is the 
notches at the slot openings as seen on the Fig. 4. These notches have effects on torque because it 
effects the effective air gap and permeance.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Notches (errors) at the slot openings 
 
The permeance of the axial flux machine is shown as the equation (10) below. The relative permeance 
is demonstrated at the equation (11). 
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where, 0µ is the permeability of free space, rµ is the relative permeability that is taken 660 for the 
M250-35A grade electric steel in this study. Also mh is the magnet height. A model has been set on 
the MATLAB software to analyze the electromagnetic effects of the errors on the stator slot openings. 
An iterative solution is applied to the model to prove the situation best. Slot opening widths have 
been randomly created in the model. And electromagnetic torque results obtained from the each 
randomly created slot openings due to that errors become randomly in mass production. 
 
The analytic solution proposes a random slot opening width to model the error seen on Fig. 4.  
Because the error occurs randomly. Also 10 per cent constraint has been indicated to the model not 
to create insubstantial solution. After these assumptions the resultant torque graph is seen at the Fig. 
6. This figure illustrates the torque production due to the stator teeth with the errors. Each individual 
tooth’s contribution to the torque is modeled in the solution. This figure is one of the prove of the 
electromagnetic torque changes by the radius in axial flux machines as a result of the structure seen 
in the Fig. 1. Each tooth has a little bit distinctive electromagnetic contribution between 174.26 N.m. 
and 174.32 N.m. 
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Figure 5. Electromechanical torque change versus slot opening width. 

 

 
Figure 6. Electromechanical torque change versus per teeth number. 

 

Figure 7. Electromechanical torque change versus per teeth number after many counts 
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Because of the slot opening width chosen randomly, the model is run many times in order to see the 
torque ripples in other solutions. The electromechanical torque ripple differs in 0.3 N.m. for each 
solution. This difference can be seen at the Fig. 7. This figure depicts many iterations performed by 
the simulation to obtain the electromagnetic torque effects. As the result, the torque ripple is differing 
in 0.3 N.m. In the other parameter illustration, electromechanical torque versus mean slot opening 
width can be demonstrated in the Fig. 8. Mean slot opening width means that the model executes 
different slot opening with value for each calculation of the electromechanical torque. After each 
calculation many slots openings value occurs from inner radius to outer radius. So that, the mean 
value of the slot opening width value is taken from inner radius to outer radius. 

 

Figure 8. Mean slot opening change effects on the electromechanical torque. 
 
The electromechanical torque has been changed in each mean slot opening width that is changing 
between 1.89 mm to 1.903 mm. These values confirm the 10 percent constraint due to the 2 mm 
starting value of slot opening width. 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
This study is about research of the effects of axial flux permanent magnet machine’s slot opening 
errors. These errors happen as notches in slot opening area as seen on the Fig. 4. This paper prove 
that this error affects the torque performance. An analytical model demonstrated to solve the problem. 
This model includes random slot opening width in the constraint of 10 percent. Thus, torque ripples 
seen on Fig. 6 to Fig. 8. 
 
This study, show that slot opening errors need to be handled not to gain torque ripples just at the 
production process. These errors can be reduced by using drilling method after the punching machine 
in the manufacturing. 
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